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A MODULAR SYSTEM with
design and stability in focus

ISOframe Wave is the first fully flexible exhibit wall. Just flex the entire display the shape you need at each
venue. Extend or reduce as required. No other display system offers this much flexibility. To achieve this flexibility a patented Flexi-wave link connects each vertical post in the system. Each graphic can be flexed up to 180o
in any direction yet the structure remains unbelievably strong and stable. Just add 800 mm extender units to
the original 800mm wide starter unit section for larger displays. Because Wave is based on our ISOframe
concept it also incorporates our patented FASTclamp connector. No more struggling with the nuts and bolts
used on other systems. Additional beams can also be attached for shelving, or TFT/LCD screens.
Features & Benefits

Main Component



Easy “no tools” assembly



Flex the entire display to create the shape you need



Enlarge or reduce to suit the event



Mini 205 cm, Midi 225 cm or Maxi 245 cm height.



All graphic panels are 800 mm wide



Use regular pop-up (flexible) panels



Perfect alignment of graphics even if floor is not level



Build in LCD screens



Easily attach tables and shelves



Perfect for shell schemes or space-only events



Extremely compact during transport
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ISOframe Compact is aimed at the portable and semi-permanent sector of the display market. It is sufficiently
strong to accept multiple accessories such as LCD screens, leaflets holders etc. The addition of keyboard
plinths makes Compact ideal for computer stations and internet access points. All Compact systems can be
extended or reduced in size to suit individual sites, thus offering exhibitors considerable additional benefits
over the standard-size-only pop-up. Just add 800 mm extender units to the original 800 mm wide starter unit
section for larger displays. Compact incorporates our patented FASTclamp connector to connect the posts,
beams and end sections of the system instantly, without tools.
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3 Style end sections

Easy “no tools” assembly
Enlarge or reduce to suit the event
Three style options/end sections
Mini 205 cm and Midi 225 cm height
Use flexible, semi-rigid or rigid* panels
All** graphic panels are 800 mm wide and can be
interchanged
Perfect alignment of graphics even if floor is not level
Build in LCD screens
Easily attach tables and shelves
Extremely compact during transport
Graphic Wing

* Straight extension units only
** Except graphic wing panels which are 400 mm
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